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Abstract: This article presents an analysis of semantic prosodies in four Spanish translations of Virginia Woolf’s *To the Lighthouse*. Specifically, I examine a set of lexical items in order to determine whether or not translators resort to lexical units with the same semantic prosody in Spanish, thereby maintaining the stylistic effects regarding point of view and focalization of the English text. As will be shown, translators do not choose elements with a similar prosody. On a narratorial level, this alters the stylistic effects conveyed by Woolf in the original novel. The analysis has been carried out using CREA (Reference Corpus of Present-day Spanish) as a reference corpus. The article will also illustrate how the advent of reference corpora and computer-assisted methodologies make it possible to carry out translation analyses of aspects that, until now, have not been possible to approach in a systematic way in the field of literary translation studies.
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Resumen: En este artículo se presenta un análisis de las prosodias semánticas en cuatro traducciones españolas de *To the Lighthouse*, de Virginia Woolf. De forma más concreta, se examina un conjunto de unidades léxicas para comprobar si en las traducciones se recurre a unidades con una prosodia semántica similar, manteniendo así los efectos estilísticos del texto original en términos de punto de vista y focalización. Como se podrá comprobar, los traductores emplean elementos con una prosodia semántica distinta del original, lo que repercute directamente en aspectos de tipo narratológico. El análisis se ha llevado a cabo con la ayuda del *Corpus de*
The concept of semantic prosody encompasses “the spreading of connotational coloring beyond single word boundaries” (Partington, 1998: 68). Since semantic prosodies are based on natural language use, it has only been possible to study them in a systematic manner since the advent of large language corpora and computer-assisted methodologies (see Section 2). Although they were originally scrutinized for linguistic purposes (Louw, 1993), their analysis has also proved useful in a number of other fields, including educational research (Mercer, 2000) and stylistics (Jeffries, 1996; Louw and Milojkovic, 2016). The field of translation studies has also benefited from the study of semantic prosodies, as this article will demonstrate. ¹ Specifically, this article presents an analysis of semantic prosodies in four Spanish translations of Virginia Woolf’s To the Lighthouse: the one by Marichalar (Woolf, 1958), the one by Martín Gaite (Woolf, 1986), the one by López (Woolf, 1993) and the one by López Múñoz (Woolf, 1999). I will examine a set of lexical items in order to determine the extent to which the Spanish translators resort to lexical units with a similar semantic prosody in Spanish and are thus able to maintain the stylistic effects in terms of point of view and focalization that feature in the original text —two of the aspects for which the novel is best known. As will be shown, not all of the translators chose elements with a similar semantic prosody, a choice with, in turn, affects the ability of the translated version to convey the stylistic effects of the English text. The starting point for this analysis was Adolphs and Carter’s (2002) corpus-stylistic analysis of semantic prosodies in To the Lighthouse. In their article, Adolphs and Carter focus on a nine-sentence excerpt from the twentieth chapter of the novel (The Window) in order to determine the effect that semantic prosodies have on the narration. The authors demonstrate that changes in point of view and focalization are very much influenced by the shading projected by the semantic prosody of the words examined in their article. For the sake of convenience, I have used some of

¹ For analyses of semantic prosodies in the field of translation studies, see Beeby et al. (2009), Kruger et al. (2011) and Kenny (2014), among others.
the lexical items in their analysis as a reference. With regard to the analysis of the Spanish translations, I have chosen CREA (Corpus de Referencia del Español Actual) (Reference Corpus of Present-day Spanish) as a reference corpus; this has made it possible to systematically scrutinize the semantic prosody of the units chosen by the four translators in their respective translations. The aim of the analysis is twofold. My principal objective is to examine narratorial vision (one of the most significant structural aspects of To the Lighthouse) in the story from a translation point of view, thereby ascertaining the extent to which the four Spanish versions under analysis are faithful to the original. In addition, the analysis will also illustrate how, through the study of semantic prosodies, aspects such as point of view and focalization can be analysed in translation using corpus tools. This will demonstrate the significant benefits that corpus approaches can have for literary translation studies and will show how computer-assisted methodologies make possible the systematic scrutiny of aspects that have traditionally been underexplored due to a lack of appropriate tools.

The article begins with a general overview of semantic prosodies (Section 2). This is followed by a brief contextualization of the excerpt of To the Lighthouse in which the lexical items analysed appear (Section 3). Section 4 presents the four Spanish excerpts and is further subdivided into three subsections, in which the semantic prosodies of the lexical items used to render “happened” (Section 4.1), “up and down” (Section 4.2) and “forthright” (Section 4.3) are analysed. The article concludes with some suggestions for future research on the analysis of semantic prosodies in literary translation studies using corpus methodologies.

2. SEMANTIC PROSODIES

There is no denying that the meaning of individual words (or lexical items) is influenced by words that habitually co-occur with them in language use (Sinclair, 1991; 1996). The term “semantic prosody” describes this influence. A semantic prosody may be defined as the “consistent aura of meaning with which a form is imbued by its collocates” (Louw, 1993: 157). The analysis of semantic prosodies can be traced back some thirty years ago to when Sinclair (1987) first recorded the collocational behavior of words in language use. However, the term “semantic prosody” had not yet been

---

2The use of corpus approaches in descriptive translation studies is, of course, not new. For a comprehensive overview of corpus translation studies, see Laviosa (2013). These approaches are also being used with increasing frequency in literary translation analyses. See, for instance, Winters (2005), Ji (2012), Paton and Can (2012), Čermáková (2015) and Ruano San Segundo (2017), among others.

3 The overview that follows is, of necessity, very brief. For a more comprehensive account of semantic prosodies and their relation to fundamental aspects such as lexical environment, lexical priming or corpus data, see Stewart (2010).
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coined, and was not systematically used until 1993, when Bill Louw (1993: 157) employed it in his analysis of the linguistic mechanisms used to express irony. Since 1993, the study of semantic prosodies has shed light on the selectional relation of words and lexical items in language use. As it relies on the typical use of a word or phrase, which can be observed only by looking at a large number of instances of that word or phrase (Hunston, 2002: 142), the systematic analysis of semantic prosodies has only been made possible by the emergence and development of disciplines such as corpus linguistics (Stewart, 2010: 80ff.). Indeed, research on semantic prosodies would not be possible had specialized software tools not been developed, as semantic prosodies are "difficult, if not impossible, to determine on the basis of intuition alone" (Adolphs and Carter, 2002: 7). Suitable software tools, together with the compilation of comprehensive corpora have, however, provided "the 'bottom up' textual evidence for what has until now been regarded as 'top down' prior knowledge in the act of reading" (Louw, 1989: 161).

The analysis of semantic prosodies is mainly concerned with the way in which the attitude of the speaker or writer towards a pragmatic situation is expressed; for this reason, they are labelled positive, negative or neutral (Stubbs 1996) in order to explain the type of association between the word or lexical item under analysis and its collocates. With regard to literature, these studies have proven useful for the analysis of aspects such as point of view and focalization, which can "help us to understand the narrator's depiction of plot and characters" (Adolphs and Carter, 2002: 8). In the particular case of To the Lighthouse, significant shifts in point of view and focalization can be detected by examining the shading projected by the semantic prosody of certain words and lexical items (Adolphs and Carter, 2002: 10). This provides us with an invaluable insight into vision and consciousness, two of the main aspects with which the reader is faced when reading the novel (Daiches, 1970: 93). As will be shown next, thanks to the compilation of reference corpora in Spanish such as CREA, a similar analysis can be carried out from a translation point of view, thereby making it possible to ascertain the extent to which translators maintain structurally significant features of the original and allowing for a stylistic analysis of the translated versions.

4 Other scholars refer to them as good or bad (Louw 1993) or favorable and unfavorable (Partington, 2004).
3. **Virginia Woolf’s *To the Lighthouse*: Extract under Analysis**

As mentioned in the introduction, the lexical items under analysis in this article were scrutinized by Adolphs and Carter (2002) in their corpus-stylistic analysis of the novel. They are taken from chapter nineteen (*The Window*), in which Mr and Mrs Ramsay, their children and their guests are on holiday on the island. Specifically, the excerpt under analysis corresponds to the moment in the when Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay interact in one of the rooms in their holiday home; she is knitting and he is reading a book. The extract comprises seven sentences:

1. What had happened, she wondered, as she took up her knitting, since she had seen him alone?  
2. She remembered dressing, and seeing the moon; Andrew holding his plate too high at dinner; being depressed by something William had said; the birds in the trees; the sofa on the landing; the children being awake; Charles Tansley waking them with his books falling—oh, no, that she had invented; and Paul having a wash-leather case for his watch.  
3. Which should she tell him about?  
4. “They’re engaged,” she said, beginning to knit, “Paul and Minta.”  
5. “So I guessed,” he said.  
6. There was nothing very much to be said about it.  
7. Her mind was still going up and down, up and down with the poetry; he was still feeling very vigorous, very forthright, after reading about Steenie’s funeral.  
8. So they sat silent.  
9. Then she became aware that she wanted him to say something. (Woolf 2000[1927]: 164)

Although the modality in some sentences is indeed minimal (sentences 4 and 8, for example), there are other cases that are worthy of analysis from the perspective of point of view and focalization. These cases reveal stylistically significant aspects at a narratorial level from which insight may be gained. Take the third sentence as an example. It is an instance of free indirect speech representing Mrs Ramsay’s point of view. In principle, the deontic modal auxiliary *should* is indicative of a positive shading of modality. However, as Adolphs and Carter’s (2002: 15) study of the semantic prosody of the modal verb demonstrates, the association of the meaning of “should” with probability and uncertainty—the one in the sentence they analyse—has a clear negative semantic prosody. This is quite significant from a narratorial point of view: although the text seems to

---

5 Sentences have been numbered following Adolphs and Carter’s (2002) study, so that they can be easily referred to in Section 4 when analysing specific lexical items and their relation to other elements from different sentences. For convenience, the lexical items analysed by Adolphs and Carter have also been highlighted.
shift into a more positive shading than that of the previous sentences, the analysis of the semantic prosody of “should” shows that the extract continues to be in the negative mode. In other words, Mrs Ramsay is still the reflector and should contributes to the assigning of uncertainty to her thoughts.

The example of “should” is just one of the six cases that Adolphs and Carter analyse in terms of semantic prosodies. These six cases highlight “the differences in the ‘shading’ of the text which tends towards uncertainty and negativity in the depiction of Mrs Ramsay’s character and towards strength and certainty in the case of Mr Ramsay” (Adolphs and Carter, 2002: 18). Their computer-assisted analysis of semantic prosodies “thus adds an important layer of analysis as it allows us to tap into a level of awareness in the character’s mind which has so far been difficult to describe” (Adolphs and Carter, 2002: 18). As I intend to demonstrate in this article, this degree of specificity can also be achieved in the analysis of the translated versions of the same work. In this case, the focus will be on translations into Spanish. Thanks to the development of reference corpora such as CREA (Corpus de Referencia del Español Actual) (Reference Corpus of Present-day Spanish) by the Spanish Royal Academy, it is possible to analyse the semantic prosodies of the choices made by the translators when rendering stylistically significant lexical items from the original, thereby ascertaining whether, and to what extent, the lexical items they choose have a similar semantic prosody in the target language and if they create the same effects in terms of point of view and focalization. As will be shown next, the translators did not all choose elements with a similar semantic prosody; on a narratorial level, these differences may affect the stylistic effect conveyed by Virginia Woolf in the original text.

4. ANALYSIS OF FOUR SPANISH TRANSLATIONS

The translated versions of the excerpt by Marichalar (Woolf, 1958), Martín Gaite (Woolf, 1986), López Muñoz (Woolf, 1993) and López (Woolf, 1999) in which the lexical items under analysis occur are shown below. This is, firstly, Marichalar’s (Woolf, 1958) translation of the excerpt:

¿Qué había ocurrido —se preguntó, reanudando su labor— desde la última vez que lo vio a solas? Recordaba haberse vestido y haber contemplado la luna; Andrew, que mantenía su plato demasiado en alto durante la cena; haberse sentido deprimida por algo que William había dicho; los pájaros en los árboles; el sofá en el rellano de la escalera; los niños despiertos; Charles Tansley despertándolos al

---

For the sake of convenience, the words and expressions used by the Spanish translators to render the lexical units analysed by Adolphs and Carter (2002) have been highlighted.
dejar caer sus libros — no, no; esto era aprensión suya. Y Paul, que tenía una funda de cuero para su reloj. ¿Qué es lo que iba a elegir para contárselo?
—Paul y Minta son novios —dijo, haciendo punto.
—Lo supuse —contestó él. Poco había que comentar acerca de esto. La mente de ella seguía subiendo y bajando, subiendo y bajando, al ritmo de los versos; él todavía se sentía fortalecido y lleno de ímpetu, después de haber leído el entierro de Steemie. Y, así, permanecieron silenciosos. Y ella se dio cuenta de que deseaba que su marido hablase. (Woolf, 1958: 183-184).

Martín Gaite (Woolf, 1986) translates the extract in the following way:

[a]l tiempo que trataba de coger la labor interrumpida, trataba de acordarse de lo que había pasado desde la última vez que estuvo a solas con él. Recordaba que se había vestido para cenar, que había estado mirando la luna, que Andrew levantaba demasiado el plato cuando ella le iba a servir, que le había deprimido algo que dijo William, se acordaba de los pájaros en las ramas del árbol, del sofá en el rellano y de los niños completamente despiertos por culpa de Charles Tansley, que dejaba caer al suelo una pila de libros…, pero no, qué tontería, eso lo había inventado ella; de Paul sacando el reloj de su funda de cuero. ¿De cuál de estos temas le podía hablar?
—Paul y Minta se han hecho novios —dijo, reemprendiendo su labor de punto.
—Me lo figuraba —dijo él. No había mucho más que comentar acerca de aquello. Ella seguía dando vueltas en la cabeza al poema, él continuaba bajo los efectos estimulantes y fortalecedores que la escena del entierro de Steenie había dejado en su alma. Así que ambos guardaron silencio. Entonces ella se dio cuenta de que estaba deseando que su marido le dijera algo. (Woolf, 1986: 159).

López Múñoz (Woolf, 1993) translates the extract in the following way:

¿Qué había sucedido, se preguntó, cogiendo la labor de punto, desde la última vez que había estado a solas con su marido? Se acordaba del momento de vestirse y de que había visto la luna; Andrew alzando demasiado el plato durante la cena; cómo le había deprimido una afirmación de William; los grillos en los árboles; el sofá en el descansillo; sus hijos pequeños todavía despiertos; Charles Tansley despertándolos al caersele los libros…, no, no; eso se lo había inventado ella; y Paul con una bolsita de gamuza para el reloj. ¿De qué debería hablarle?
—Se han prometido —dijo, reanudando su labor—, Paul y Minta.
—Eso he supuesto —respondió él. No había mucho más que decir sobre aquel asunto. La mente de la señora Ramsay seguía subiendo
y bajando con la poseía; su marido seguía sintiéndose lleno de vigor, enormemente sincero después de haber leído el relato del funeral de Steenie. De manera que guardaron silencio. Luego ella se dio cuenta de que quería que su marido dijera algo. (Woolf, 1993: 141).

Finally, this is López’s (Woolf, 1999) translation of the excerpt:

¿Qué había sucedido que fuera importante, pensaba ella, mientras volvía a coger la labor, desde la última vez que lo había visto a solas? Recordaba que se había vestido, que había visto la luna, a Andrew que sostenía el plato muy arriba al servirle la cena, que le había deprimido algo que había dicho William, los pájaros en los árboles, el suelo del rellano, los niños despiertos, Charles Tansley que los despertaba al dejar caer los libros sobre el suelo... ah, no, esto se lo había inventado, lo de la funda de la gamuza del reloj que tenía Paul. ¿Cuál de estas cosas le contaríamos?
—Se han comprometido —dijo, mientras reanudaba la labor—, Paul y Minta.
—Me lo había figurado —dijo él; no había mucho más que decir. La mente de ella seguía de un lado a otro, de un lado a otro, siguiendo la poesía; él se sentía todavía vigoroso, capaz, después de haber leído lo del funeral de Steenie. Siguieron sentados en silencio. Luego ella se dio cuenta de que quería que él dijera algo. (Woolf, 1999: 182-183).

As can be observed, the translators often rendered the words analysed by Adolphs and Carter (2002) in different ways. In fact, except for “became aware” in sentence 9, which they all translate as se dio cuenta, none of the other examples are translated in the same way by all four translators. In the following sections, an analysis of a selection of the lexical items analysed by Adolphs and Carter (2002) is carried out. Before doing so, however, it seems appropriate to provide a brief note on the Spanish reference corpus used to carry out the analysis. CREA (Corpus de Referencia del Español Actual) (Reference Corpus of Present-day Spanish) is one of the three reference corpora compiled by the Spanish Royal Academy (RAE). It is freely available on the RAE website, together with CORDE (Corpus Diacrónico del Español) (Corpus of Diachronic Spanish) and CORPES XXI (Corpus del Español del Siglo XXI) (Corpus of Twenty-First-Century Spanish). The reason for choosing CREA is primarily because, unlike CORDE and CORPES XXI, CREA is made up of texts covering the period of time between 1975 and 2004. Since all but one of the translated

7 CORDE is made up of texts dating from the very earliest texts up to 1974. CORPES XXI, whose latest version appeared June 2016, is made up of 225 million words taken from texts produced between 2001 and 2012.
versions under analysis were produced during this time span (Marichalar’s version dates back to 1958), CREA seems to be the best choice as a reference corpus. In addition, this corpus is made up of 160 million words and contains texts from different genres (fiction, newspapers, magazines, etc.) and geographical varieties (Peninsular Spanish, Bolivian Spanish, Peruvian Spanish, etc.). Moreover, this corpus was created in order to “analyse words, their meaning and their contexts” (Real Academia Española; my translation and my emphasis), which is precisely the aim of this study. For these reasons, the use of CREA to carry out the analysis seems appropriate, bearing in mind both the parameters under which the corpus was compiled and the aim of this analysis.

Due to length constraints, the study has focused on the analysis of just three lexical items: “happened” (Section 4.1), “up and down” (Section 4.2) and “forthright” (Section 4.3). Although it would be fair to state that not many claims can be made on the basis of only three case studies, the analysis will demonstrate how semantic prosodies can be systematically analysed in translation and how computer-assisted methodologies can be greatly beneficial to the field of literary translation studies, especially in the case of those works in which, as is the case in *To the Lighthouse*, point of view is a key structural and stylistic element.

4.1 “Happened”

“Happened” is the first lexical item analyzed by Adolphs and Carter (2002: 13-14). It appears in the first sentence of the extract, in which a negative modality shading is conveyed through the use of the epistemic modal verb “wondered”. The use of “happened” contributes to the assigning of uncertainty to the reflector’s —Mrs. Ramsay’s— thought acts, as Adolphs and Carter demonstrate thanks to the analysis of the semantic prosody of the verb. As their analysis shows, “happen” conveys a slant of uncertainty, both through the use of the modality that usually precedes the verb and through people’s negative expectations of past or future events. They argue that this is further reinforced by the nature of the concepts with

---

8 The CANCODE corpus and the Colbuid Direct Corpus, which are the reference corpora used by Adolphs and Carter (2002) to analyse the semantic prosodies of the lexical items that they examine in their article, for instance, are made up of only 5 million and 56 million words respectively.

9 It is only fair to state that there exist more corpora of Spanish in addition to those compiled by the Royal Academy. Mark Davies’s two-billion-word corpus is perhaps the best-known example, as it constitutes the most comprehensive sample to date. This corpus, however, was ruled out because of the parameters under which it was built, especially with regard to the span of time covered. As stated on its website (http://www.corpusdelespanol.org/web-dial/), the two billion words were “taken from about two million web pages from 21 different Spanish-speaking countries from the past three to four years [read 2011-2015].”
which the verb “happen” is associated. Indeed, this verb collocates with unpleasant events, such as accidents (see Sinclair, 1991: 112). From their analysis of the semantic prosody of “happen”, Adolphs and Carter can conclude that “the negative shading conveyed by the type of epistemic modality used by the narrator is complemented by the uncertainty expressed through the character’s thoughts” (Adolphs and Carter, 2002: 14). This is “a first indication of the blurring of narrator and character” (Adolphs and Carter, 2002: 14) throughout the novel.

In the four Spanish translations, this word is rendered in three different ways. Marichalar (Woolf, 1958) translates “happened” as *había ocurrido*, Martín Gaite (Woolf, 1986) resorts to *había pasado* and López Muñoz (Woolf, 1993) and López (Woolf, 1999) choose *había sucedido*. Although these three translations may appear similar at first sight, an analysis of the semantic prosody of the three forms reveals subtle yet significant differences that can affect Virginia Woolf’s portrayal of uncertainty in the original text through the use of “happen”. It is true that the three verbs present a negative semantic prosody. For instance, Figure 1 shows that *había ocurrido* tends to appear with negative words, such as no (“no”) (concordance lines 4, 5, 6, 7, 12 and 13), nunca (“never”) (concordance line 16) and tampoco (“neither”) (concordance line 2). Moreover, it is also frequently associated with unpleasant things, such as tensa reunión (“tense meeting”) (concordance line 8) or ignorar (“not know”) (concordance line 19).

![Figure 1. Screenshot of CREA for search of *había ocurrido*](image)

A similar negative semantic prosody is observed in the case of *había pasado*. As shown in Figure 2, *había pasado* is also habitually surrounded...
by similar negative words, such as no (“no”) (concordance lines 8, 15 and 20), nunca (“never”) (concordance lines 4, 12, 13 and 18) and nada (“nothing”) (concordance line 12). This verbal form also tends to be associated with unpleasant things, such as humillación (“humiliation”) (concordance line 11), ambiente opresivo (“oppressive atmosphere”) (concordance line 17) and crispada (“tense”) (concordance line 18).

Finally, the same negative shading can be observed in the use of había sucedido. As shown in Figure 3, había sucedido also appears with the negative words no (“no”) (concordance lines 3, 5, 9 and 13), nunca (“never”) (concordance lines 16 and 20) and tampoco (“neither”) (concordance line 13). This verbal form is also used in unfavourable contexts, as demonstrated by words such as preocupación (“concern”) (concordance line 3), ignorantes (“ignorant”) (concordance line 8) and ausencia (“absence”) (concordance line 19).
In spite of this common unfavourable shading, however, a closer analysis reveals degrees in the negative prosody of these forms. Specifically, *había ocurrido* and *había sucedido* tend to be more consistent in the projection of a bad semantic prosody than *había pasado*, which is sometimes used in favourable contexts. As can be seen in Figure 2, *había pasado* sometimes appears next to positive events, such as *una velada inolvidable* (“an unforgettable event”) (concordance line 2). Besides, unlike *pasar*, both *ocurrir* and *suceder* collocate with negative concepts in Spanish. Thus, very much in a similar manner that “happen” collocates with “accident” in English, *ocurrir* and *suceder* collocate with *desgracia* (“tragedy”) in Spanish. Both their collocational use and the consistency with which they are used alongside negative words or lexical items seem to make *había ocurrido* and *había sucedido* more accurate choices than *había pasado* if the unfavourable semantic prosody of “happen” in the original text is to be preserved. It is this negative shading that assigns the aforementioned uncertainty to Mrs. Ramsay’s thought acts that enhances the blurring of narrator and character in the original text.

4.2 “UP AND DOWN”

The prepositional cluster “up and down” is used twice in the seventh sentence of the excerpt analysed by Adolphs and Carter (2002). From a stylistic point of view, this lexical item plays a significant role. As Adolphs

---

10 Specifically, the searches “ocurrido una desgracia” and “sucedido una desgracia” retrieve eleven and two hits from CREA respectively. The search “pasado una desgracia”, however, does not retrieve any hits.

*Hikma* 16 (2017), 87-109
and Carter (2002: 15-16) argue, the sentence in which “up and down” is used seems to be a comment by the narrator in which Mrs Ramsay is used as the focalizer. The sentence is a continuation of the uncertainty in both her mind and the narratorial style; this uncertainty is present from the first sentence of the excerpt and is enhanced by the repeated use of “up and down”, which has a negative semantic prosody. Adolphs and Carter show that this prepositional phrase is related to both physical movement and to people’s states of mind. When it is used to refer to a person’s state of mind, as is the case in the example that they examine, the prosody of this cluster is clearly one of negativity. As demonstrated by their analysis, “up and down” is normally used to express an uncertain state of mind. Therefore, the double use of “up and down” subtly enhances the overall negative shading of Mrs Ramsay’s mind.

This prepositional cluster is translated into Spanish in three different ways by the four Spanish translators. Specifically, Marichalar (Woolf, 1958) and López Muñoz (Woolf, 1993) choose subiendo y bajando, Martín Gaite (Woolf, 1986) resorts to dándole vueltas and López (Woolf, 1999) translates the prepositional cluster as de un lado a otro. An analysis of the semantic prosodies of these clusters in Spanish shows that their use results in different degrees of accuracy as far as the preservation of the negative shading and the uncertainty projected by the original up and down is concerned. The cluster subiendo y bajando, on the one hand, has a clear neutral semantic prosody, which nullifies the stylistic role of “up and down” in the original. The neutrality of this cluster results mainly from its use in the context of physical movement. As can be seen in Figure 4, subiendo y bajando is normally used in Spanish not to refer to a person’s state of mind but to indicate movement. For instance, it collocates with escaleras (“stairs”) (concordance lines 926 to 928. In fact, except for concordance line 930 — which is a metaphorical use that refers to a mental state (la idiotez pasaba la noche subiendo y bajando; “nonsense spent the night going up and down)— all of the concordance lines in Figure 4 show physical movement. Therefore, the choices made by Marichalar and López Muñoz do not seem accurate for maintaining the negative shading conveyed by “up and down”. Their use of subiendo y bajando suggests that they seem not to have noticed the value of the prepositional cluster to indicate Mrs. Ramsay’s uncertainty and also that of the narrator. In fact, Marichalar only uses it once

---

11Figure 4 shows a screenshot for the search “subiendo” instead of “subiendo y bajando”. The cluster subiendo y bajando cannot be searched for in CREA, since the Spanish conjunction y (“and”) acts a summing element in the search box. In other words, the search “subiendo y bajando” retrieves all the occurrences of subiendo, on the one hand, and bajando, on the other. That is why “subiendo” was searched for and then sorted to the right, thereby gathering all the occurrences of subiendo y bajando together, as shown in Figure 4.
(see Section 4), which further suggests that he was not aware of Woolf’s emphasis on the negative shading conveyed by “up and down.”

Dándole vueltas, on the other hand, appears to be a much more accurate translation of “up and down.” It can refer to either physical movement—as in concordance lines 36, 37 and 42 in Figure 5 below—or to people’s states of mind. When referring to mental states, dándole vueltas has an unfavourable semantic prosody, as it is used to express an uncertain state of mind in a negative sense. For instance, Figure 5 shows that it collocates with a la cabeza. This expression is used metaphorically to express that thought is being given to an issue that provokes anxiety. The expression dar vueltas a is also commonly used with other mental concepts, such as cuestión (“question”) (concordance line 39 and 40) and disyuntiva (“dilemma”) (concordance line 41) to convey a similar effect. For this reason, the negative prosody of dándole vueltas makes Martín Gaite’s choice an accurate one, as it preserves the uncertainty projected in the original text. However, it is important to note that she only uses this phrase once, even though “up and down” is used twice in the English novel. This suggests that Gaite may not have appreciated the stylistic value of “up and down” with regard to the projection of negativity and uncertainty in Mrs. Ramsay’s mind. Nevertheless, it is fair to state that this choice maintains the negative prosody of the original prepositional cluster.

**Figure 4. Screenshot of CREA for search of subiendo**
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Finally, the use of de un lado a otro entails a stylistic loss. Like subiendo y bajando, de un lado a otro is also used to refer to physical movement rather than to people’s states of mind, but does still have a negative semantic prosody. As is shown in Figure 6, this phrase normally describes negative mental aspects, including inquietud (“restlessness”) (concordance line 328) or rabia (rage) (concordance line 336), through movement, thereby maintaining the original negative shading of “up and down”. However, the fact that it refers to physical movement rather than to people’s states of mind—all concordance lines in Figure 6 refer to physical movement—nullifies the function fulfilled by “up and down” in the original text, namely, the projection of the uncertainty in Mrs. Ramsay’s mind. It seems clear, therefore, that de un lado a otro is not the best way of rendering the original “up and down” into Spanish.
In sum, only Martín Gaite seems to preserve the stylistic role of *up and down*, since she is the only one who resorts to a construction —*dándole vueltas*— that projects a mental state rather than physical movement (unlike *subiendo y bajando* and *de un lado a otro*) and has a negative semantic prosody. Her use of *dándole vueltas* does not only refers to a person’s state of mind, it is also commonly used to express an uncertain state of mind, as “up and down” does in the English novel. However, her single use of the cluster (“up and down” is used twice in the original text, which reinforces Mrs Ramsay’s uncertain state of mind) suggests that she may not have noticed the value of the cluster in terms of focalization. Had she used *dándole vueltas* twice, Gaite’s translation would have clearly been more accurate.

### 4.3 “FORTHRIGHT”

Like “up and down”, “forthright” also appears in the seventh sentence. This adjective, along with other lexical items (“vigorous”, for example), is also used to describe Mrs Ramsay’s state of mind; it strengthens the change of focalization that takes place after the first semicolon, which marks a shift into a more positive shading of the text (Adolphs and Carter, 2002: 16). This shift results from the use of vocabulary with a clear positive semantic prosody, as is the case with “forthright”. As Adolphs and Carter (2002: 16-17) demonstrate, the semantic prosody of “forthright” is consistently favourable in English, as it “clearly denotes confidence and certainty about one’s own views and opinions” (Adolphs and Carter, 2002: 17). The use of “forthright” “stands not only in contrast to the description used to describe Mrs Ramsay’s frame of mind, ‘up and down’, but also to introduce a shift in
the point of view that is being described” (Adolphs and Carter, 2002: 17). This supports their view that the narrator is now a selective omniscient teller. This is the reason why “forthright” is a key term in the excerpt from a stylistic point of view: its use goes beyond the mere description of Mrs Ramsay’s state of mind, as it also indicates a significant change of point of view in the story.

In the four translated versions, the adjective “forthright” is rendered into Spanish in four different ways. Marichalar (Woolf, 1958) chooses the noun ímpetu, Martín Gaite (Woolf, 1986) resorts to fortelecedores, López Muñoz (Woolf, 1993) translates the adjective using sincero and López (Woolf, 1999) renders it as capaz. As far as the preservation of the shift into a positive shading is concerned, these four choices all entail different degrees of accuracy, as they have different semantic prosodies in Spanish. For example, Marichalar’s use of ímpetu seems to be a perfectly valid option for both describing Mrs Ramsay’s frame of mind and for preserving the aforementioned shift of point of view that takes place after the semicolon in the English text, since the semantic prosody of this noun is consistently positive. As shown in Figure 7, ímpetu is surrounded by positive elements, such as impulso (“thrust”) and energía (“energy”) (concordance line 2), renovado (“renewed”) (concordance line 4), juvenil (“youthful”) (concordance line 6), vital (“vital”) (concordance line 12), pasión (“passion”) and vida (“life”) (concordance line 15) and fuerza (“strength”) (concordance line 16). This consistently favorable prosody makes ímpetu a valid option, as it preserves the stylistic value of the original adjective, both in terms of describing Mrs. Ramsay’s frame of mind and signaling the change of point of view that takes place after the semicolon.

Figure 7. Screenshot of CREA for search of ímpetu
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A similar positive semantic prosody is also found in Martín Gaite’s use of *fortalecedores*, as shown by the small sample of concordance lines shown in Figure 8 retrieved from CREA after the searches for “fortalecedores” (plural) and “fortalecedor” (singular).\(^{12}\) *Identidad nacional* (“national identity”) (concordance line 1), *auténtico* (“authentic”) (concordance line 2) and *fuerzas vitales y amorosas* (“vital and loving forces”) (concordance line 2) all illustrate the positive shading of this adjective. However, with regard to rendering “forthright” into Spanish, this choice seems to be less accurate than *impetu*. Not only is this adjective used much less frequently in Spanish (only four hits were retrieved from a 160-million-word corpus), *fortalecedor(es)* is not normally used to refer to people’s states of mind. Concordance line 1 of the search of *fortalecedores*, for instance, refers to military victories, while concordance line 2 refers to medicines. In the search results for *fortalecedor*, concordance line 1 refers to the scalp and concordance line refers 2 to plants. Undoubtedly, a lexical item that is used to refer to people’s states of mind would have been a better choice.

López Muñoz’s use of *sincero* does not seem to be the best option either. A study of the semantic prosody of this adjective demonstrates that, even though it frequently appears with words denoting positivity —*afecto* (“fondness”) (concordance line 8), *hermanamiento* (“twinning”) (concordance lines 12 and 13), *agradecimiento* (“gratitude”) (concordance line 14), *honesto* (“honest”) (concordance line 15), *entusiasmo* (“enthusiasm”) (concordance line 17)—, *sincero* is also consistently used with a negative semantic prosody. For example, Figure 9 shows that *sincero* is used with terms such as *pesar* (“sorrow”) (concordance line 2), *dolor* (pain) (concordance line 3) and *condolencia* (“condolence”) (concordance line 5). In addition, there are also three occurrences of *sincere pésame* (“condolences”) (concordance lines 6 and 7), which is a frequent collocation in Spanish.\(^{13}\) Therefore, the use of *sincero* does not maintain the prosodic clash created by “forthright” in the original text by its opposition to the use of

\(^{12}\) Two concordance searches were made for illustrative purposes, since the two hits retrieved after the search *fortalecedores* did not seem to be a sufficiently comprehensive sample.

\(^{13}\) Nine hits, for example, were retrieved from CREA after the search “sincere pésame”, which is an idiomatic expression used to express condolences after the death of a person. It is used in a similar manner to the English construction *to be sorry for someone’s loss*.
“up and down”. This clash is stylistically significant, as it signals the shift into a more positive shading of the text. A lexical item with a consistently positive semantic prosody would indeed have been a more accurate option, both for describing Mrs. Ramsay’s state of mind and for marking the shift of point of view.

Finally, from both a narratorial and a stylistic perspective, López Muñoz’s use of capaz appears to be a more suitable choice, as this adjective has a clear positive shading. As shown in Figure 10, capaz usually forms part of the construction ser capaz de (“to be capable of”; also “dare to”) (concordance lines 426-439). The prosody in these cases is positive; it appears with elements such as orgulloso y valiente (“proud and brave”) (concordance line 431) and satisfacerlas (“satisfy them”) (concordance line 438). When used alone, as is the case in the excerpt of To the Lighthouse under analysis, capaz also has a consistently favourable prosody too. Thus, it is usually associated with people’s states of mind and, as shown in the final concordance lines from the sample in Figure 10, is normally surrounded by elements denoting a positive shading, such as rápida y precisa (“fast and accurate”) (concordance line 439), milagro (“miracle”) (concordance line 440), atractivos (“attractive”) (concordance line 440), leal (“loyal”) (concordance line 441) and personal cualificado (“qualified personnel”) (concordance line 442). Hence, López Muñoz’s use of capaz can be considered to be an accurate choice, as it describes Mrs. Ramsay’s frame of mind and marks the shift in point of view that takes place after the semicolon, as in the original English text.
In sum, the study of the lexical items used to render “happened”, “up and down” and “forthright” in the four Spanish versions of *To the Lighthouse* shows that the analysis of semantic prosodies can be an effective way of scrutinizing stylistically significant aspects in translation from the perspective of point of view. This analysis has shown, for instance, that none of the four translators faithfully preserves the semantic prosodies of the three lexical items under analysis; this, in turn, affects the stylistic effect conveyed by Virginia Woolf in the original text at a narratorial level. This kind of analysis has only been possible thanks to the advent of large reference corpora in Spanish such as CREA and a computer-assisted approach. These methodologies allow for the methodical examination of aspects such as shifts of point of view and focalization in the Spanish versions of the text, thereby shedding light on stylistically significant features of the novel from a translation perspective. In this regard, the present analysis has tried to illustrate how the advent of reference corpora and computer-assisted methodologies make it possible to carry out translation analyses of aspects that have hitherto been unapproachable, thereby opening new avenues of analysis in the field of literary translation studies.

**CONCLUSION**

This article has set out to demonstrate the potential of computer-assisted analyses of semantic prosodies in literary translation studies. These analyses are normally based on the study of a large number of occurrences of a word or phrase in order to ascertain the real meaning of that word or phrase in language use, and, in the case of translation studies, to determine whether or not the choice made in the target language maintains the positive, negative or neutral shading of the lexical item in the source text.
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language. Here, I have tried to demonstrate the replicability of these methodologies in literary translation studies. Specifically, the analysis has focused on four Spanish translations of Virginia Woolf’s *To the Lighthouse*. I have tried to show how the analysis of semantic prosodies makes it possible to carry out a systematic scrutiny of aspects such as point of view and focalization in translation. Using Adolphs and Carter’s (2002) corpus-stylistic analysis of the novel as a starting point, I have examined the extent to which the four Spanish translations under analysis maintain the stylistic role of the lexical items used in the English novel. As has been shown, the translators did not all choose elements with a similar semantic prosody, and these choices affect the stylistic effects conveyed by Virginia Woolf in the original text at a narratorial level.

Finally, it should also be stated that this analysis, like that of Adolphs and Carter, is based on a relatively short extract and on a limited number of selected lexical items. Consequently, not many claims can be made on the basis of such a limited number of examples. However, it cannot be denied that, even though this analysis only examines three case studies, it has nevertheless shed light on aspects regarding the blurring of narrator and character and the shifts in shading that take place in the narration. In this regard, the discussion presented here may be seen as an illustration of how analyses of this type can be conducted and, especially, how they can provide a greater level of insight into stylistically significant aspects of the translated versions of a literary text. Indeed, it cannot be denied that this level of accuracy would not have been reached on the basis of intuition alone.
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